Teacher of the year! NOT
My teacher is possibly the worst teacher in the world! She is the smelliest,
meanest, smallest, ugliest and grumpiest teacher EVER! If there was a worst
teacher award she would win it! And guess what i’ve been stuck with her for 2
years… and they were possibly the worst 2 years of my life! Here’s why she’s
the worst teacher...ever!
Another reason I believe that she always makes work SO boring! It’s so boring
because she never explains anything! One day we were doing writing and no
one knew how to do it and she just sent us off telling us what to do but not
explaining it, and then she yelled at us for not doing it right! Also she always
gives us the same maths worksheet over and over and over again! Doesn’t she
want us to have an education? We ALWAYS do have to type up our work on our
laptops, and it bores everyone out! Can’t we write something in our book. The
reason I hate going on our laptops all the time because of spell check we aren’t
learning if we are using spell check!!
In my opinion Miss K. is so small she can never reach ANYTHING! Because she’s
so small she has to get students that are taller than her to write things up and it
ALWAYS interrupts our work! She’s so small that she can’t reach the top of the
board so she has to rub off work that we are learning from to add other things. I
can’t memorise everything Miss K. I feel that she isn’t a good role model
because…. She stands up on the table while little kids are around to put up work!
What if the kids start getting up on the table and then fall off! Seriously this
woman is CRAZY!
It is certain that Miss K. always goes on about her personal life story’s… Miss K.
goes on about the boringest story’s and it makes everyone sleep and then at
home we don’t get any sleep because we’ve had a nice rest at school! If she
tells us any other story’s we won't get any work done and then maybe we won’t
get into high school or university! She is SO boring I don’t want to even come to
school! Everyday she tells us the exact same story and I just don’t think I can
stand it anymore.
I’m pretty sure I’ve convinced you that my teacher is horrible! I think that my
teacher couldn’t possibly get worse… But if she could she won’t be getting a
boyfriend for a very long time, maybe not at all! If you agree with me nominate
her for the worst teacher of the year award! I don’t think I can last another 3
terms with her….SAVE ME!

